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HID solutions
9MX056 EP-F/TLD WH

ACC MAXOS, White

Accent lighting is part of the integral concept of Maxos. The light lines can be

equipped with almost the full range of different projectors next to all the reflector

solutions based on TL5 and TL-D fluorescent lamps. Often in specific areas of shops,

projectors are requested in addition to fluorescent general lighting. 4MX094 units for

projectors on conventional system. For Maxos trunkings with flat ribbon cable (5 x

2.5, 7 x 2.5) units with integrated 3C-rail are available. These units can be clicked into

the trunking sections like a regular electrical unit. Projectors with 3C adapter can be

fixed to the system. 4MX091 projector adapter for bus bar system. For Maxos bus

bar trunking there are dedicated projector adapter units as well. These adapter units

can be fixed to the trunking similar to a regular electrical unit. Maxos 4MX013 HID-

lamp units. 4MX013 facetted reflector units with HID-lamps are often used to

illuminate fruit and vegetables in supermarkets. The electrical components are

integrated in a white-coated housing with the shape of a facetted reflector. The

lengths of these units correspond to those of the 36 W light line. End plates for the

beginning and the end of the light line are available as accessories.

Product data

General Information

Accessory color White

Product family code 9MX056 [ACC MAXOS]

 

Approval and Application

Ingress protection code -

Protection class IEC -

 

Product Data

Order product name 9MX056 EP-F/TLD WH

Full product name 9MX056 EP-F/TLD WH

Full product code 403073210822000

Order code 910683000526
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Material Nr. (12NC) 910683000526

Numerator - Quantity Per Pack 1

EAN/UPC - Product/Case 4030732108220

Numerator - Packs per outer box 1

EAN/UPC - Case 4030732108220
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